Check out what’s new!

GrantStation has had many new improvements created by our dedicated technical team and designed in response to Member requests. MVP partners can benefit from these innovations for just $95/year!

The Dashboard
The Personal Member Dashboard is a personalized “landing page” where Members can create:
- Projects: Use this section to begin composing the grant.
- Saved Criteria, or saved searches.
- Saved Grantmakers: Keep track of potential funders.
- My Plan: Prioritize and track progress, as well as set up email alerts.
- R3: Your income portfolio guide with custom recommendations.

Database improvements
- The addition of “tooltips” to define the areas of interest at a glance.
- The ability to run saved criteria directly from the search pages.
- The incorporation of the Federal database into the main website.
- The full remodel of the state government research area.
- Custom links to the specific IRS 990 profile within grantmaker profiles.
- The ability to mark funders as “N/A” to exclude them from a search.
- Site infrastructure improvements for increased research efficiency.
- The addition of social media icons for easy sharing of content.